Let’s perform together
ears4U is there for everyone who wants to blast,
blaze, shine and rock on stage or simply wants to
move and touch. From singers, entire bands and
session musicians to DJ’s and comedians. For
famous and less known names. Artists in every
scene, at every level.
As a supplier and maker of in-ear monitors

“

we would like to be your partner in performance.

“

Our extensive service ensures that you always feel

confident with your in-ears. Before, during and after
Difference is not only audible, you also have to feel it.

performances.

That’s why the listeningsessions are so very important.

But we’re also here for you in case of emergencies.
We. Got. Your. Back.

www.ears4U.nl
info@ears4U.nl

Call us for a nonbinding listening
session!
+31 313 42 78 60

 Tailor made within 1 week

0313 42 78 60

 Choose your own artwork

Zuiderparallelweg 45
6953 DD Dieren

 Completely hand made
 Exceptional build quality

in-ear monitors.
re-invented.

in-ear monitors.
re-invented.
Anyone on stage knows: better sound means better performance. That is why we
at ears4U have reinvented the IEM. Few people know that conventional in-ears
have been building on the same technology for years. We have reconstructed it
from scratch. The STAGE is completely handmade, always has exactly the number
of drivers you need. Including a super tweeter that sounds clearer than ever.
The result is a delight to the ears. Add to that our exceptional build quality,
personalized artwork and extensive service and you know: you’ll never want
anything else.

STAGE 3.6

STAGE 3.8

For those who want extreme

For those who want extreme

definition in their mix. With high,

defenition in their complete mix,

middle and low frequencies in

with just that little bit extra bass.

At ears4U you have direct contact with the makers.
And nothing is too crazy for us. Your initials, your own

equal balance.
3-way system



Sound definition



Multi-bass



Mid-range



Supertweeter



Drivers

6 per side

€ 885,–

Stand out from the crowd. And take the STAGE!

Choose your own artwork!

“

ex VAT

3-way system



logo, lots of bling or super neat. We’ll make your in-ears a

Sound definition



perfect fit,

Multi-bass



and to your taste. So tell us...

Mid-range



How personalized do you want it?

Supertweeter



Drivers

8 per side

€ 935,–

“

Our listening sessions are actually also viewing

sessions.
ex VAT

We are happy to show you what the posibilities are.
Examples?

How big is the difference between a 2-way or 3-way system?
Come by and we’ll let you hear it!

Our supertweeter

STAGE 2.4

STAGE 2.6

For those who are ready for the

For those who are ready for the

next step. With high, middle and

next step and has paays extra

low frequencies in equal balance.

attention top the bass.

2-way system



2-way system



our new supertweeter. High frequencies sound

Sound definition



Sound definition



brighter than ever. And that puts the mid, high and

Multi-bass



Multi-bass



low tones in a new dimension. More “space” is

Mid-range



Mid-range



created. Your total sound can be seen in a new

Supertweeter



Supertweeter



light.

Drivers

4 per side

Drivers

6 per side

€ 635,–

ex VAT

€ 685,–

ex VAT

For the STAGE we have reinvented
every part. The latest technology provides
a completely new sound palette. There is also

Time to shine!

Come by
and hear the
difference!
+31 313 42 78 60

